Modalities Used At Spa98
Dermaplaning
A sterile surgical blade is used to remove vellus hair (peach fuzz) and the
top layer of dead skin. This modality accelerates cell turnover, allow
products to penetrate deeper, and provides a smooth finish for your
makeup application.

Diamond Peel Dermabrasion
Dermabrasion is a safe version of microdermabrasion by using a suctionlike tool with diamond encrusted tips. This modality is designed to help
remove top layer of debris and dead skin, diminish fine lines, remove
scarring, and leave you with a smooth texture and fresh glowing skin.

RevitaPen
The RevitaPen is collagen induction therapy known for creating microchannels to ensure deeper product absorption. The goal of this treatment is
to gently exfoliate, increase hydration, diminish fine lines and wrinkles,
while improving skin texture and increasing circulation. There is no trauma
or inflammation to the skin and no downtime is necessary. *best results
achieved in a series of 4-6 treatments

LED Therapy
The Anti-Aging (Red LED): In just minutes a day, you can reduce the
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, while experiencing an improvement
in skin texture, quality and smoothness. Using wavelengths that are
scientifically proven to stimulate fibroblasts to increase collagen and
elastin, Celluma’s low-level light therapy is a safe, effective and convenient
way to achieve a healthy, youthful glow in a natural, non-toxic, non-invasive

manner. This treatment is great as an add on during a facial or stand alone
for at least 20 min.
Acne (Blue LED): Let’s clarify: When P. acne bacteria builds up in pores,
skin becomes inflamed, causing acne lesions and blemishes. Celluma light
therapy works safely and effectively, without abrasive chemicals, harmful
UV-rays or side effects, to destroy this acne-causing bacteria — not only
clearing up existing blemishes, but preventing future breakouts before they
happen. In just minutes a day, you’ll be on your way to a clearer, smoother,
more radiant complexion. This treatment is great as an add on during a
facial or stand alone for at least 20 min.

BT- Micro
The bt-micro is the ultimate in hand held professional technology that offers
ultrasonic exfoliation using forward thinking patented technology. bt-micro
ultrasonic exfoliation works by creating high speed oscillations, leaving skin
smooth, fresh, and perfectly prepared for product application. This is an
award winning device and packs a punch.

Jade Roller/Rose Quartz Stone
Soothing stones are incorporated within facial massage to support
lymphatic drainage and reduce puffiness and inflammation. These tools are
great for contouring and lifting while increasing the circulation. The facial
muscles require a workout too.

Microcurrent
Non-invasive technology using specific frequencies to regenerate the cells
and tissue back to their normal state. The ultimate goal is to stimulate,
tone, and tighten the facial muscles and prevent the aging process. If
anything can help turn back the clock, this relaxing modality is it.

